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By Theresa Gawlas Medoff

See and do the unusual on Virginia’s Eastern Shore.

EVEN IF YOU KNOW NOTHING ELSE 

about the Eastern Shore of Virginia, you’ve 

probably heard of the wild ponies that populate 

Assateague Island, a 37-mile-long barrier island 

shared by Virginia and Maryland. Here, on the 

Virginia portion of Assateague Island, some 150 

Chincoteague Ponies graze the island interior 

and channel-side marshland and gallop along 

pristine beach. (A separate herd of ponies 

resides on the Maryland side of Assateague 

Island.) Although the ponies are a must-see, 

they’re not the only unusual attraction on 

Virginia’s Eastern Shore.

MANE ATTRACTIONS
—AND MORE 

MY LITTLE PONY
Chincoteague’s annual Pony Swim has gained attention the 

world over, for it’s the only spectacle of its kind. But you don’t have 
to wait for that one day each summer (July 31 this year) to see 
these wild ponies. If you’ve got the time and the patience, you’ll 
likely be able to see at least several ponies—perhaps many more—
on your visit to Assateague Island. 

The term Chincoteague Pony, although a registered breed, is 
also a misnomer, for these aren’t ponies at all, but pint-sized horses 
that have likely been stunted in their growth by island conditions 
and a diet of salty marsh grass, according to Michael Dixon, 
supervisory park ranger at Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge, 
which occupies much of the Virginia end of Assateague Island. 
How the ponies came to be on this barrier island is up for debate—
some people swear that they are the descendants of horses that 
swam ashore after a Spanish galleon sank offshore as much as five 
centuries ago; others ascribe their existence to a more mundane 
history that began when early settlers kept their livestock on the 
island to avoid taxation. 
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Whatever their origin, the ponies are here 
to stay, and they’re probably the island’s 
biggest draw. The best way to see the ponies 
depends upon how much time you have, 
Dixon says. If your main destination is the 
beach and you want to make a fairly quick 
stop along the way, the best opportunity for 
viewing the ponies is at one of the pull-offs 
along Beach Road that overlook Black Duck 
Marsh. If the ponies are visible here but are 
far in the distance, consider a short hike 
along the nearby Woodland Trail (take the 
right fork) to the Observation Platform. 
“That way, you get the larger, expansive view 
of a different part of the southern grazing 
compartment,” Dixon says. 

If you have more time for pony viewing, 
the best option is to head to the northern 
grazing compartment, which usually has 
twice as many ponies as are in the south 
(some 100 ponies instead of 50 or fewer, 
depending on the time of year), says Dixon. 
You have two alternatives for reaching the 
northern compartment: hiking or taking the 
narrated Wildlife Bus Tour. 

The bus tour travels seven-and-a-half miles 
along the service road and then back, past 
several miles of the ponies’ normal grazing 
area. Hikers must traverse at least three miles 
to get to the beginning of the pony area—a 
nice way to commune with nature, but not 
such a good choice in July and August, when 
the mosquitos can be abundant, Dixon notes.

One final option for pony viewing is 
to take one of the commercial boat tours 
offered from Chincoteague Island, notes 
Evelyn Shotwell, executive director of the 
Chincoteague Chamber of Commerce. The 
boats ply different routes through Assateague 
Channel and the marshes along Assateague 
Island, depending on where the ponies are 
most likely to be seen.  

Throughout the year, the wildlife refuge 
is home to 320 different types of birds. It 
also boasts 17 miles of pristine ocean beach, 
approximately 1 mile of which is guarded, 
recreational beach; 12½ miles of hiking trails; 
and ocean, bay and cove waters suited for 
non-motorized boats.

PONY SWIM
It’s not every day you get to see some 150 ponies swim across a channel 

and walk through a town. In fact, it’s only once a year, and it’s only in 
Chincoteague, Virginia. For 89 years now, this small town on the Eastern 
Shore of Virginia has held its annual pony swim, bringing the herd of 
wild ponies made famous in Marguerite Henry’s Misty of Chincoteague 
from Assateague Island to Chincoteague so that foals can be auctioned off 
to raise money for the local volunteer fire company. 

If you go, you’ll be one of tens of thousands of people (estimates 
range from 30,000 to 50,000) observing this unique event, but it’s worth 
competing with the crowd for a viewing spot, says Denise Bowden, 
volunteer firefighter and president of the Chincoteague Volunteer Fire 
Company. “Nothing like this happens anywhere else in the world,” she 
says. “It’s an experience you’ll never forget. If you come and you bring your 
patience, I can guarantee you you’re going to enjoy every minute of it.”

Here’s the scoop on the extravaganza surrounding this year’s pony 
swim and auction.

Chincoteague Volunteer Fire Company Carnival: 7 p.m.–11 p.m. 
Fridays and Saturdays from June 27 to July 26, and 7 p.m.–11 p.m. nightly 
from July 28 to August 2. Enjoy rides, games and food. The event is held 
on the carnival grounds located on South Main Street in Chincoteague. 

Pony Penning Week: July 28–August 2

Beach Walk: July 28. The northern herd of ponies is rounded up by the 
famous Saltwater Cowboys and brought down the beach of Assateague 
Island National Seashore to the southern corral in preparation for the 
pony swim later in the week.

Pony Swim: The swim takes place sometime in the morning or early 
afternoon of July 30. A two-hour window will be announced closer to the 
actual date. The ponies swim across a narrow part of Assateague Channel 
and come ashore at Chincoteague Memorial Park.

Pony Auction: 8 a.m.–noon July 31 in the corral behind the carnival 
grounds.

Return Swim: August 1. The remaining ponies swim back to Assateague 
Island. Time to be announced.

For more information, visit cvfc3.com and chincoteaguechamber.com.
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Some 150 Chincoteague ponies swim across the Assateague channel on Virginia’s Eastern Shore during the annual pony swim each summer.
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The wild Chincoteague Ponies are one of the main attractions for those 
visiting Assateague Island.
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DAYS OF WINE AND KAYAKS
The unique geography of the Eastern Shore—bounded 

on one side by the Chesapeake Bay and on the other by the 
Atlantic Ocean—makes it a prime place to explore by water. 
SouthEast Expeditions’ Wine and Kayak Tour, one of the more 
unusual guided tours in the area, allows paddlers to combine a 
scenic eco-tour with—you guessed it—wine tasting. 

Paddlers in one- or two-person kayaks launch at Bayford, 
near one of the last working seafood houses (where, in season, 
you can buy fresh fish, crabs and oysters) on the Eastern Shore 
of Virginia. They then travel two miles up Church Creek, 
through marsh and along the creek edge, past osprey and 
undeveloped wooded coastline, to Chatham Vineyards, set on a 
400-year-old farm. 

“The great thing about the kayak tour is that you get a view 
of Chatham as you approach on the water. The front of the 
[estate’s 1818 private brick home] overlooks Church Creek, 
and you really get a sense of what it may have been like for the 
schooners 200 years ago to sail in from England or from the 
Caribbean to load up with supplies,” says Jon Wehner, who 
owns Chatham Vineyards with his wife, Mills. 

Beyond the wooded banks of the creek, the view opens onto 
20 acres of French vinifera that the Wehners and their staff 
harvest to make award-winning wines such as the 2009 Church 
Creek Steel Fermented Chardonnay, the Virginia chardonnay 
rated highest by Wine Enthusiast (May 2012), and the 2011 
Church Creek Cabernet Franc, one of only four Virginia 
cabernet francs reviewed in the May 2013 Wine Enthusiast.

After a tasting and perhaps a picnic for those who choose to 
bring one, kayakers make the return paddle (with a bottle of 
wine per couple) back along on Church Creek.

For those who prefer motorized touring, Chatham Vineyards, 
located in Machipongo and open daily for tastings, can be reached 
by car, too. Wine lovers also can visit Holly Grove Winery in 
Franktown (open most days from noon to 5 p.m. in the summer) 
and Bloxom Winery in Bloxom, owned by Moroccan-born 
Robert and Francesca Giardina, who draw on generations-
old Spanish, French and Italian wine-making backgrounds to 
produce Mediterranean-influenced wines ranging from classic dry 
Bordeaux-style to semi-dry and lightly sweet. On Saturdays, the 
only day Bloxom is open, Francesca serves up pizza baked in the 
wood-fired oven on the winery’s patio.

Beyond the tours and tasting rooms, the reward for visiting 
any of the wineries is a chance to explore the area’s back roads 
and rural scenery. The Eastern Shore of Virginia “is a land that 
time forgot, with a slow-
paced way of living,” 
says Francesca Giardina. 
“A tour of the wineries 
will allow for a taste of 
the local flavors, like 
wine and tranquility.”

Adds Wehner, “This 
is an isolated place, and 
this is what people love 
about Virginia’s Eastern 
Shore. When they come 
here, they get a sense 
that this is one of the 
last great undeveloped 
places on the East 
Coast.”
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WE HAVE LIFTOFF!
Until recently, the rockets launched 

from the NASA Wallops Flight Facility 
on Wallops Island, Virginia (a short drive 
from Chincoteague), were primarily 30- to 
60-foot-tall suborbital sounding rockets 
(used to launch smaller payloads of short-
term scientific experiments), which create 
a less-than-impressive blastoff. But NASA 
Wallops entered the big leagues in late 2013 
when it began launching the 130-foot-
tall Antares rocket and Cygnus cargo 
ship, which the private Orbital Sciences 
Corporation uses to transport supplies to 
the International Space Station. 

“I don’t care if kids are 5 years old or 15; 
it’s one thing, aside from maybe Disney 
World, that no matter what age they are, 
a kid gets totally excited about it. And it’s 
funny because it’s actually the same for 
adults, too,” says Rebecca Hudson, NASA 
Wallops public affairs specialist. “It’s 
something you can see a thousand times 
and still be moved by it.” 

Chatham Vineyards is set on a 400-year-old farm in Machipongo, Virginia. 

Boating on the many waterways of 
Virginia’s Eastern Shore is a great 
way to see the unspoiled scenery.

NASA’s Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer (LADEE) observatory 
launches aboard the Minotaur V rocket from the Mid-Atlantic Regional Spaceport 
(MARS) at NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility. 
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Spectators at the NASA Wallops Visitor Center, she adds, not 
only see the launch, but they also hear it and feel it. “When the 
sound hits where you are, you can feel it inside; you can feel your 
whole body experiencing the sound, the vibration. It’s unlike 
anything else you’ll experience in your entire life.”

The best places to witness liftoff are the NASA Wallops Visitor 
Center (arrive more than one hour ahead of time for admittance) 
or the beach on Assateague Island, says NASA Wallops News 
Chief Keith Koehler. You can also check out some additional spots 
suggested at esvatourism.org/spaceisland.

Founded in 1945 to conduct aeronautical research, NASA 
Wallops Flight Facility is the oldest launch range in the U.S. and one 
of the oldest in the world. In addition to Antares and the sounding 
rockets, Wallops usually launches the 70- to 90-foot-tall Minotaur 
annually, a good viewing option if you can’t make it to one of the 
two or three Antares launches taking place annually between now 
and 2016. (The next Antares launch will take place this fall at a date 
and time to be announced on nasa.gov/wallops. You can also call 
the Wallops status line at 757/824-2050.)

Pair the opportunity to see a rocket blasting into space with all 
the beachy things to see and do on Virginia’s Eastern Shore, and 
observing a launch can easily be part of a longer vacation. (And 
having other entertainment options makes a good backup should 
the rocket’s departure be delayed.)

Even if you can’t make it to a launch, the NASA Wallops Visitor 
Center is worth a stop to learn more about the research done at 
Wallops, including science balloon and sounding rocket programs, 
unmanned aerial vehicles and weather satellites. There are also 
exhibits that focus on Navy aircraft-training activities at Wallops 
and NASA-wide earth- and space-science activities. Be sure to catch 
a video at the Science on a Sphere Theatre, where various space-
oriented videos are shown on a spherical screen.

The Visitor Center is open 10 a.m.–4 p.m. daily in July and 
August and Tuesday through Saturday from September to June. 
It’s also open during launch events regardless of day or time. 
Admission is free. 

An Orbital Sciences Corporation Antares rocket is seen as it 
launches from Pad-0A at NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility. 
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